IVES hardware has provided style and durability for American homes since 1876. Our commitment to quality makes IVES a name you can trust.

FLOOR DOOR STOP

FOR USE ON WOOD OR CONCRETE FLOORS TO STOP DOOR AND PREVENT DAMAGE TO WALL, DOOR AND DOOR KNOB. FOR HEAVY DUTY DOORS UNDERCUT UP TO 2½".

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED: Drill, ½" drill bit, Phillips screwdriver, awl or pencil.

FOR WOOD FLOOR APPLICATION:
1. Locate stop approximately 1" in from door edge and 4" from wall.
Note: Leave enough distance to prevent door knob from striking wall.
2. Mark holes, drill and secure.

FOR CONCRETE FLOOR APPLICATION:

TOOLS REQUIRED: Drill, ¾" carbide tip masonry bit, Phillips screwdriver, awl or pencil.
1. Follow instruction 1 above.
2. Mark holes, drill, insert plastic anchors and secure.

ASK FOR OTHER FINE HARDWARE BY H. B. IVES

WINDOW LOCKS  DOOR STOPS  COAT & HAT HOOKS  DOOR BOLTS

FLOOR DOOR STOP C434F2C ZINC
MADE IN USA